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SHORT CONTENTS OF THE ENCLOSED ISSUE OF OVERLEVEN DOOR WERELDRECHT = SURVIVAL BY WORLD LAW, a bulletin of the R.W., i.e. a local contact address of
the (international) Registry of World Citizens (Sorry for the hasty and dubious English)
P. 1 : On p. 4 we publicize an article about two books whose authors, Leo DeGard and Fabio De
Araujo, believe that in the near future a third world war as well as never seen natural catastrophes will
occur. If this is true, what sense could world federalism still keep? That question is all the more relevant as according to the said authors a new, more peaceful, again more agricultural and artisanal society would be built up after the worldwide war and natural disasters, in which people would be much
better from a human or moral point of view than mankind nowadays. In that new world “mundial”
institutions might not be necessary to ensure peace and survival.
However, we are living now, and in the light of the actual politico-military situation we ought to strive
for peace and survival, which cannot be realised without, or without among other things, the creation
of a democratic world security system taking to some extent the form of a federation on the level of
the planet.
P.2 & 3 : News from the world citizens’ front
The Dutch section of the World Federalist Movement, the “Wereld Federalisten Beweging Nederland”, continues to issue its excellent bulletin “Eén Wereld” (One World) and to organise many activities. Their general assembly takes place on the 21st of April. Furthermore, they organise several
debating or study days in April and May : about human rights in the Middle East, about the book The
Economics of Killing of Vijah Mehlan, about the necessity of a world legal order.
Jacques Lefrançois, world citizen within living memory, organised an encounter of a full day the 20th
of March in Antwerp. The essential theme : how to avoid the worst for the next generations?
A new board of the (international) Registry of World Citizens was appointed in March. Since 2007
the undersigned is no member anymore, although he continues to be part of the international association managing the Registry.
From the 16th to the 23th of October a “Séminaire d’Etudes Mondialiste (seminar of mundialist
studies) is held in Guinea. Theme : Citizens, democracy and development.
Another “Séminaire d’Etudes Mondialistes” is held from the 23rd tot the 25th of April in Katna, SouthKivu. Theme : vulgarisation of the Declaration of Human Rights, world democracy, contribution of
the world citizens to world peace, formation for members of WSAH = World Solidarity Against
Hunger (1).
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(1) As we explained many times, the WSAH was created at the initative of the Peoples’ Congress. The latter
was initiated essentially by registered world citizens. (In order to better function, thirt-five years after its creation, it decided to have itself assisted by a Consultative Assembly to the Peoples’ Congress.)

On the 16th and 17th of June a colloquium is organised in Eben-Email (near Liège). Theme : economy,
ecology, international solidarity, future organisation of society, human rights.
The number of registered world citizens in Hove whom we can reach is seriously diminishing : many
have died or moved. We invite our readers to find one or more new world citizens willing to be registered.
Douglas Mattern (US), a professional scientist, passed away the 20th of June 2011, at the age of seventy-eight. He was a registered world citizen from the beginning on. During many years he coordinated our American registration centre. Later on, he co-founded the Association of World Citizens,
which continued to closely collaborate with us.
Also George Krassovsky (Russia/France), at the age of ninety-five, went to “the other side of the veil”.
Registered world citizen since more than fifty years, he was also known as an early ecologist. As
such, he organised trips of green cyclists across Europe, including Russia. He, as well as Douglas
Mattern, as so many deceased world citizens not mentioned here, may be considered a true servant of
mankind.
P. 4 : See what we write on p. 1. The books we are referring to are :
-Armageddon (Hat die Endzeit begonnen? = Are we approaching the end?), by Leo H.DeGard, edited
by Kopp
-Prophezeiungen über das Ende der Welt = Prophesies about a relative end of the world (Die Apokalypse und ein neurer Anfang = The Apocalypse and a new beginning) , by Fabio De Araujo, edited by
Kopp.
P. 5 – 8 : Flashes :
(In the original bulletin texts ending on (1) or (2) are translated quotations from resp. the book Mind
Control World Control, written by Jim Keith or from www.mindjustice.org . Also after the following
short contents we mark these figures when what we report is based on the said sources.)
“Dr.”Mengele, in 1945, was released by the Western allies, though they knew about his crimes against
humanity.(1)
Tavistock, founded after the second world war by the British secret services, defines itself as an organisation for “dynamic psychiatry” practising “societry”, i.e.manipulation of society. Its aim, Jim
Keith concludes, is what is called mind control. (1)
Citizens are not aware of the fact that all sorts of weapons are being tested on them. Homeland Fusion
Centers, of the American Department of Defence, manipulates local police and civil watch groups
whilst organising experimentations on innocent civilians. (Source : MCActivism.)
In the sixties and seventies Dr. Frey and Dr. Sharp discovered that sounds bypassing the ears can be
transmitted to a person’s /an animal’s brain. (2)
On “Learning Channel” (American television), in 1997, it was made clear that in the US (like most
probably in NATO-countries) weapons are being tested on unwitting persons. (2)
In a 1945, Dr. G. Chrisholm, previous director of the World Federation of Mental Health, claimed that
the main aim of every psychotherapy consists in eradicating the notion of good and evil.(1)
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The (American) National Institute for Mental Health wants us to be aware of “world citizenship”(sic) ,
so that we can better be manipulated en masse as streamlined robots.(1) This type of world citizenship
we totally reject. We want democratic world institutions able to ban war and to solve other survival
problems.
According to Hegel the individual becomes reality only as an obedient subject to the state. Such a
way of thinking opens the door to all sorts of crimes against humanity. If only the omelette can be
cooked, what does a million of eggs matter? (1)
Wundt, like Marx, considers humans as animals having no soul. This view made it easier for criminal
cryptocracies to control their fellow men and to eliminate whom they want to, as they believe not to be
accountable to anybody for their crimes. (1)
Dr. Watson believed he could make all he wanted out of babies. “Men is made, not born” he argued.
Such disastrous errors till our days lead mind manipulators who want to see their fellow men as dominated robots in their hands.(1)
KELB (Keep the Ethical Light Burning) announces that in October victims of MKUltra will be heard
in court. MKUltra was an utterly criminal whole of mind control programs organised in the fifties and
sixties by the CIA, in which drugs and hypnosis were being used.
KELB also reports about Pandora, a project from the years 1965/1970 initiated by DARPA (the
American Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency). In its framework the possibility was examined to cause strokes, leaks in the blood/brain barrier and auditory hallucinations. The main purpose
was to examine if controlled signals of microwaves could manipulate consciousness.
Psychologist Burrhus Skinner, a disciple of Wundt, member of the American military intelligence
service, worked on methods to control humans. He called this “operant conditioning”. It was all
about positive and negative stimuli. A negative stimulus could be to be locked up in a box known as
the “box of Skinner”. Many children were put in it, in order to “adapt them to society”. Skinner was
interested in mechanics and treated men in accordance to his mechanic views. This is done up till now
by most materialistic/atheistic psychiatrists or other scientists having men as their object. (1)
Paul Brodeur, in his book The Zapping of America (1977) reports about electro-magnetic weapons
programs in Russia. He refers to a report of 60 pages, in which W. Frazer, Ph.D., writes that nonthermal effects of electromagnetic radiation can throw light upon what life is and offer a key to understanding Russian research about the possibility to control human thought and human feelings.(2)
In a report of 1986 of the American army Lt. Col Dean writes about the fact that electro-magnetic
systems can be used to cause physiological damages as well as perturbations in perception and states
of disorientation.
“Furthermore, I believe Carthage is to be destroyed”. The old Cato ( 234-149) repeated those words at
the end of every session of the Roman senate, after which an utterly sordid war followed. The same
words are now used by certain movements to demand the dissolution of NATO (“Furthermore I think
NATO is to be dissolved.”) In our opinion this lacks good taste.
The enemies of mankind dispose of an almost unlimited budget (billions and billions). We cannot
even pay this issue of our bulletin. Help us by transferring a contribution to number BE40 0001 1499
0163 of the REGISTER VAN WERELDURGERS, BIC BPOTBEB1. We remain eternally thankful to our donors.
Jean Verstraeten
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